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Understanding the Political Philosophers 2011-02-25
this absorbing study invites you to climb inside the heads of the major political philosophers
as it were and to see the world through their eyes beginning with socrates and concluding with
post rawlsian theory alan haworth presents the key ideas and developments with clarity and
depth each chapter provides a concentrated study of a given thinker or group of thinkers and
together they constitute a broad account of the main arguments in political philosophy there
are chapters on socrates plato aristotle hobbes locke rousseau the utilitarians marx rawls and
post rawlsian developments this is a fascinating lively and engaging look at the topic and
will be appropriate for any student taking a course in political philosophy or political
thought

Western Political Philosophers 1964
short studies of leading figures including plato aristotle aquinas machiavelli hobbes locke
rousseau burke hegel marx and mill

History of Political Philosophy 2012-06-15
designed for undergraduate students a historical survey of the most important political
philosophers in the western tradition this volume provides an unequaled introduction to the
thought of chief contributors to the western tradition of political philosophy from classical
greek antiquity to the twentieth century written by specialists on the various philosophers
this third edition has been expanded significantly to include both new and revised essays
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Political Philosophy 2017-07-12
political philosophy is not a well defined field it hovers between political theory and
classical philosophy few early political thinkers could have anticipated the most pressing
political issues of our time the need to stop global warming the reduction of nuclear
armaments the rise of inequality between individuals and nations and the struggle against
authoritarianism particularly when it comes disguised as democracy or as socialism here
celebrated philosopher mario bunge masterfully integrates socio political theory into a
philosophical exploration of power and resource distribution in the world today bunge contends
that even recent political thinkers have generally failed to address the political
underpinnings of topical issues environmental degradation gender and race discriminations
participative democracy nationalism imperialism the north south divide resource wars and the
industrial military complex have all largely been bypassed in political thinking even
connections between poverty and environmental degradation and between inequality and bad
health have escaped the attention of those who would call themselves political thinkers bunge
believes that political philosophers should pay more attention to social indicators such as
the standard index of income inequality and the united nations human development index it is
pointless to write about redistributive policies unless we have a shared understanding of
current wealth distribution this is in short a modern treatise on sociopolitical concerns

Nietzsche as Political Philosopher 2014-08-27
this collection establishes nietzsche s importance as a political philosopher it includes a
substantial introduction and eighteen chapters by some of the most renowned nietzsche scholars
the book examines nietzsche s connections with political thought since plato major influences
on him his methodology and his influence on subsequent thought the book includes extensive
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coverage of the debate between radical aristocratic readings of nietzsche and more liberal or
democratic readings close readings of nietzsche s texts are combined with a contextualising
approach to build up a complete picture of his place in political philosophy topics include
the relevance of bonapartism and classical liberalism nietzsche on christianity the cultural
history of germany the Übermensch ethics and politics in nietzsche and the controversial
question of his political preferences and affinities nietzsche s political thought is compared
with that of humboldt weber and foucault the book is essential reading for anyone concerned
with nietzsche s thought political philosophy and the history of political ideas

Contemporary Political Philosophers 1975
this volume provides an outstanding survey of the major political philosophers of the
twentieth century

Political Philosophers of the Twentieth Century 1999-01-12
the most recent addition to the fundamentals of philosophy series political philosophy is a
concise yet thorough and highly engaging introduction to the essential problems and arguments
at the heart of the discipline organized topically and presented in a straightforward manner
by an eminent political philosopher a john simmons it investigates the nature of political
society and political philosophy purported justifications of the modern state the problems of
state legitimacy and political obligation the nature of social justice the case for democratic
government and issues in international political philosophy each chapter focuses on a central
problem considers how it has been and could be addressed and outlines the various
philosophical positions surrounding it the book offers an in depth survey of the arguments
advanced by major historical figures while also reflecting the author s views and
contributions incorporating both historical and contemporary work it demonstrates how past and
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present perspectives fit together and constitute a continuous concern with the same problems
accessible to novices yet also useful for advanced students political philosophy presents a
unified and thought provoking portrait of the issues that have been puzzling political
philosophers for years book jacket

Political Philosophy 2008
all political action has in itself a directedness towards knowledge of the good of the good
life or of the good society for the good society is the complete political good if this
directedness becomes explicit if men make it their explicit goal to acquire knowledge of the
good life and of the good society political philosophy emerges the theme of political
philosophy is mankind s great objectives freedom and government or empire objectives which are
capable of lifting all men beyond their poor selves political philosophy is that branch of
philosophy which is closest to political life to non philosophic life to human life from what
is political philosophy what is political philosophy a collection of ten essays and lectures
and sixteen book reviews written between 1943 and 1957 contains some of leo strauss s most
famous writings and some of his most explicit statements of the themes that made him famous
the title essay records strauss s sole extended articulation of the meaning of political
philosophy itself other essays discuss the relation of political philosophy to history give an
account of the political philosophy of the non christian middle ages and of classic european
modernity and present his theory of esoteric writing

What is Political Philosophy? And Other Studies 1988-10-15
bernard williams is remembered as one of the most brilliant and original philosophers of the
past fifty years widely respected as a moral philosopher williams began to write about
politics in a sustained way in the early 1980s there followed a stream of articles lectures
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and other major contributions to issues of public concern all complemented by his many works
on ethics which have important implications for political theory this new collection of essays
most of them previously unpublished addresses many of the core subjects of political
philosophy justice liberty and equality the nature and meaning of liberalism toleration power
and the fear of power democracy and the nature of political philosophy itself a central theme
throughout is that political philosophers need to engage more directly with the realities of
political life not simply with the theories of other philosophers williams makes this argument
in part through a searching examination of where political thinking should originate to whom
it might be addressed and what it should deliver williams had intended to weave these essays
into a connected narrative on political philosophy with reflections on his own experience of
postwar politics sadly he did not live to complete it but this book brings together many of
its components geoffrey hawthorn has arranged the material to resemble as closely as possible
williams s original design and vision he has provided both an introduction to williams s
political philosophy and a bibliography of his formal and informal writings on politics those
who know the work of bernard williams will find here the familiar hallmarks of his writing
originality clarity erudition and wit those who are unfamiliar with or unconvinced by a
philosophical approach to politics will find this an engaging introduction both will encounter
a thoroughly original voice in modern political theory and a searching approach to the shape
and direction of liberal political thought in the past thirty five years

In the Beginning Was the Deed 2009-02-09
a trenchant critique of established ideas in political philosophy and a provocative call for
change many contemporary political thinkers are gripped by the belief that their task is to
develop an ideal theory of rights or justice for guiding and judging political actions but in
philosophy and real politics raymond geuss argues that philosophers should first try to
understand why real political actors behave as they actually do far from being applied ethics
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politics is a skill that allows people to survive and pursue their goals to understand
politics is to understand the powers motives and concepts that people have and that shape how
they deal with the problems they face in their particular historical situations philosophy and
real politics both outlines a historically oriented realistic political philosophy and
criticizes liberal political philosophies based on abstract conceptions of rights and justice

Philosophy and Real Politics 2024-06-25
a new understanding of political philosophy from one of its leading thinkers what is political
philosophy what are its fundamental problems and how should it be distinguished from moral
philosophy in this book charles larmore redefines the distinctive aims of political philosophy
reformulating in this light the basis of a liberal understanding of politics because political
life is characterized by deep and enduring conflict between rival interests and differing
moral ideals the core problems of political philosophy are the regulation of conflict and the
conditions under which the members of society may thus be made subject to political authority
we cannot assume that reason will lead to unanimity about these matters because individuals
hold different moral convictions larmore therefore analyzes the concept of reasonable
disagreement and investigates the ways we can adjudicate conflicts among people who reasonably
disagree about the nature of the human good and the proper basis of political society
challenging both the classical liberalism of locke kant and mill and more recent theories of
political realism proposed by bernard williams and others larmore argues for a version of
political liberalism that is centered on political legitimacy rather than on social justice
and that aims to be well suited to our times rather than universally valid forceful and
thorough yet concise what is political philosophy proposes a new definition of political
philosophy and demonstrates the profound implications of that definition the result is a
compelling and distinctive intervention from a major political philosopher
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What Is Political Philosophy? 2022-07-26
first published in 1953 this seminal introduction to political philosophy is intended for both
the student of political theory and for the general reader after an introduction which
explains the nature and purpose of philosophy dr murray provides a critical examination of the
principle theories advanced by political philosophers from plato to marx paying special
attention to contemporary issues the book also makes an attempt to define the essential issues
of philosophical significance in contemporary politics with special reference to the conflict
between political authority and individual rights and to show how the different moral
assumptions underlying authoritarian and democratic systems of government are ultimately based
upon different theories of logic

An Introduction to Political Philosophy (Routledge Revivals)
2010-01-14
previously unpublished writings from one of the most important political philosophers of
recent times g a cohen was one of the leading political philosophers of recent times he first
came to wide attention in 1978 with the prize winning book karl marx s theory of history a
defence in subsequent decades his published writings largely turned away from the history of
philosophy focusing instead on equality freedom and justice however throughout his career he
regularly lectured on a wide range of moral and political philosophers of the past this volume
collects these previously unpublished lectures starting with a chapter centered on plato but
also discussing the pre socratics as well as aristotle the book moves to social contract
theory as discussed by hobbes locke and hume and then continues with chapters on kant hegel
and nietzsche the book also contains some previously published but uncollected papers on marx
hobbes and kant among other figures the collection concludes with a memoir of cohen written by
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the volume editor jonathan wolff who was a student of cohen s a hallmark of the lectures is
cohen s engagement with the thinkers he discusses rather than simply trying to render their
thought accessible to the modern reader he tests whether their arguments and positions are
clear sound and free from contradiction throughout he homes in on central issues and provides
fresh approaches to the philosophers he examines ultimately these lectures teach us not only
about some of the great thinkers in the history of moral and political philosophy but also
about one of the great thinkers of our time cohen himself

Lectures on the History of Moral and Political Philosophy
2013-10-27
the distinguished political philosopher raymond geuss examines critically the central topics
in western political thought in a series of analytic chapters he discusses the state authority
violence and coercion the concept of legitmacy liberalism toleration freedom democracy and
human rights he argues that the liberal democratic state committed to the defense of human
rights is in fact a confused conjunction of disparate elements this is a profound and concise
essay on the basic structure of contemporary politics written throughout in voice that is
skeptical engaged and clear

History and Illusion in Politics 2001-06-28
born in rural hesse germany leo strauss 1899 1973 became an active zionist and philosopher
during the tumultuous and fractious weimar republic as eugene r sheppard demonstrates in this
groundbreaking and engaging book strauss gravitated towards such thinkers as franz rosenzweig
martin heidegger and carl schmitt as he sought to identify and overcome fundamental
philosophical political and theological crises the rise of nazism impelled strauss as a young
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jewish migr first in europe and then in america to grapple with and accommodate his thought to
the pressing challenges of exile in confronting his own state of exile strauss enlisted
premodern jewish thinkers such as moses maimonides and baruch spinoza who earlier addressed
the problem of reconciling their competing loyalties as philosophers and jews this is the
first study to frame strauss s political philosophy around his critique of liberalism and the
problem of exile sheppard follows strauss from europe to the united states a journey of a
conservative weimar jew struggling with modern liberalism and the existential and political
contours of exile strauss sought to resolve the conflicts of a jew unwilling to surrender
loyalty to his ancestral community and equally unwilling to adhere to the strictures of
orthodox observance strauss saw truth and wisdom as transcending particular religious and
national communities as well as the modern enlightened humanism in which he himself had been
nurtured in his efforts to navigate between the jewish and the philosophical the ancient and
the modern berlin and new york strauss developed a distinctively programmatic way of reading
and writing between the lines sheppard recaptures the complexity and intrigue of this project
which has been ignored by those who both reject and claim strauss s legacy

Leo Strauss and the Politics of Exile 2014-10-07
this book relates hegel to preceding and succeeding political philosophers the hegelian notion
of the interdependence of political philosophy and its history is demonstrated by the links
established between hegel and his predecessors and successors hegel s political theory is
illuminated by essays showing its critical assimilation of plato and hobbes and by studies
reviewing subsequent critiques of its standpoint by stirner marx and collingwood the relevance
of hegel to contemporary political philosophy is highlighted in essays which compare hegel to
lyotard and rawls
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Hegel and the History of Political Philosophy 1999-02-26
gerald allan cohen was chichele professor of social and political theory at all souls college
oxford for 23 years and is considered one of the most influential political philosophers of
the past quarter century he died in 2009 the political philosophy of g a cohen is the first
full length study on the unity of cohen s political thought it proceeds thematically studying
a range of fundamental concepts such as materialism freedom equality fraternity and the market
all the while revisiting cohen s seminal treatment of marx nozick dworkin rawls and sen
nicholas vrousalis brings together the diverse strands of argument in cohen s thought and
critically reconstructs them in the context of contemporary debates in social and political
theory this reconstruction highlights common threads running through cohen s numerous
contributions to contemporary philosophy without underrating the inevitable tensions between
them

The Political Philosophy of G. A. Cohen 2015-09-24
in this his most influential work legal theorist and political philosopher carl schmitt argues
that liberalism s basis in individual rights cannot provide a reasonable justification for
sacrificing oneself for the state this edition of the 1932 work includes the translator s
introduction by george schwab which highlights schmitt s intellectual journey through the
turbulent period of german history leading to the hitlerian one party state it also includes
leo strauss s analysis of schmitt s thesis and a foreword by tracy b strong placing schmitt s
work into contemporary context
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The Concept of the Political 1996-06
this book demonstrates the rich diversity and depth of political philosophy in the twentieth
century catherine h zuckert has compiled a collection of essays recounting the lives of
political theorists connecting each biography with the theorist s life work and explaining the
significance of the contribution to modern political thought the essays are organized to
highlight the major political alternatives and approaches beginning with essays on john dewey
carl schmitt and antonio gramsci representing the three main political alternatives liberal
fascist and communist at mid century the book proceeds to consider the lives and works of
émigrés such as hannah arendt eric voegelin and leo strauss who brought a continental
perspective to the united states after world war ii the second half of the collection contains
essays on recent defenders of liberalism such as friedrich hayek isaiah berlin and john rawls
and liberalism s many critics including michel foucault jürgen habermas and alasdair macintyre

Political Philosophy in the Twentieth Century 2011-08-29
each chapter in christianity and political philosophy addresses a philosophical problem
generated by history frederick d wilhelmsen discusses the limits of natural law cicero and the
politics of the public orthodoxy the problem of political power and the forces of darkness sir
john fortescue and the english tradition donoso cortes and the meaning of political power the
natural law tradition and the american political experience eric voegelin and the christian
tradition and jaffa the school of strauss and the christian tradition wilhelmsen is convinced
that mainstream philosophy s suppression of the christian experience or its reduction of
christianity to myths deprives both christianity and philosophy he argues that christianity
opened up an entirely new range of philosophical questions and speculation that today are part
and parcel of the intellectual tradition of the west wilhelmsen remains relevant because
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political philosophy in america today is following the historic cycle of political philosophy
s importance as things get worse for the nation because it is internally riven by ideological
and spiritual conflicts there is a greater need for the political philosopher to raise and
explore profound questions and reassert forgotten truths about man and society the soul and
god and good and evil as well as the ground of political order this is the latest book in
transaction s esteemed library of conservative thought series

Christianity and Political Philosophy 2017-07-12
this book brings the idea of realism back to the focus of political science contrary to
current mainstream thought the author contributes to the recently renewed interest in
political realism by suggesting we return to the basics understanding of politics power and
political action

Political Realism and Wisdom 2015-08-12
the status of hegel as a political philosopher is ambiguous on the one hand he is seen as a
perceptive theorist of the modern political world and yet his claim to have assimilated past
perspectives into an absolute reading of modern politics repels a sceptical contemporary turn
of mind this book assesses hegel s political philosophy by relating hegel to a number of
predecessors and successors

Hegel and the History of Political Philosophy 1999-04-15
this is a comprehensive college textbook on political theory by three internationally
acclaimed academic authors dr chieke e ihejirika dr zviad kliment lazarashvili and dr gari t
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chafidze an excellent textbook on political theory for undergraduate and graduate students
which contains detailed theories of 24 philosophers plato aristotle cicero philo marcus
aurelius st augustine aquinas averroes machiavelli thomas more hobbes locke rousseau adam
smith marx kant mill henry david thoreau st ilia chavchavadze confucius lao tzu mlk jr hannah
arendt john rawls leo tolstoy and anton makarenko authors present the development of political
theory in a historical perspective from hellenist era to theocratic philosophers from social
contract theorists to political economists from rational idealists to humanists from oriental
political thinkers to american civil rights movement and european realists the book contains a
chapter on traditional africanism the case of igbo political philosophy extensive reference
includes magna carta the declaration of independence the us constitution and the gettysburg
address complete and unabridged versions the book has three internationally acclaimed experts
on political science as its authors dr ihejerika is an associate professor at lincoln
university history and political science department dr zviad kliment lazarashvili is an expert
on political theory henry david thoreau philosophy and economics he tought both in europe and
america at tbilisi state university of economic relations and law rvali university georgian
international academy and lincoln university dr lazarashvili is the author of several books in
political science philosophy economics and english and georgian literature dr gari t chafidze
is the world renowned academic figure in political science pedagogy and journalism he is an
academician and a full member of several national academies of sciences of georgia and ukraine
he is an author of over seventy scholarly books which have been widely accepted in scientific
and academic circles of georgia russia ukraine europe and now the united states dr chafidze is
the author of the first and only georgian ukrainian dictionary and the first and only georgian
belarusian idiomatic dictionary
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Pantheon of Political Philosophers 2011-01-01
leo strauss and his alleged political influence regarding the iraq war have in recent years
been the subject of significant media attention including stories in the wall street journal
and new york times time magazine even called him one of the most influential men in american
politics with the truth about leo strauss michael and catherine zuckert challenged the many
claims and speculations about this notoriously complex thinker now with leo strauss and the
problem of political philosophy they turn their attention to a searching and more
comprehensive interpretation of strauss s thought as a whole using the many manifestations of
the problem of political philosophy as their touchstone for strauss political philosophy
presented a problem to which there have been a variety of solutions proposed over the course
of western history strauss s work they show revolved around recovering and restoring political
philosophy to its original socratic form since positivism and historicism represented two
intellectual currents that undermined the possibility of a socratic political philosophy the
first part of the book is devoted to strauss s critique of these two positions then the
authors explore strauss s interpretation of the history of philosophy and both ancient and
modern canonical political philosophers including plato aristotle machiavelli and locke
strauss s often unconventional readings of these philosophers they argue pointed to solutions
to the problem of political philosophy finally the authors examine strauss s thought in the
context of the twentieth century when his chief interlocutors were schmitt husserl heidegger
and nietzsche the most penetrating and capacious treatment of the political philosophy of this
complex and often misunderstood thinker from his early years to his last works leo strauss and
the problem of political philosophy reveals strauss s writings as an attempt to show that the
distinctive characteristics of ancient and modern thought derive from different modes of
solving the problem of political philosophy and reveal why he considered the ancient solution
both philosophically and politically superior
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Political Philosophy in the Twentieth Century 2009
an introduction to the topics and issues in political philosophy from the enlightenment to
postmodernism the author presents both the historical background of and a systematic
discussion of contemporary issues relating to the major traditions within political philosophy

Leo Strauss and the Problem of Political Philosophy 2017-03-22
a guidebook about political philosophy focusing on the following aspects social justice
liberty equality community and democracy

Modern Political Philosophy 2015-02-12
is the way in which political philosophy is conducted today too ahistorical does such
ahistoricism render political philosophy too abstract is political philosophy thus incapable
of dealing with the realities of political life this volume brings together some of the world
s leading political philosophers to address these crucial questions the contributors focus
especially on political philosophy s pretensions to universality and on its strained
relationship with the world of real politics some chapters argue that political philosophers
should not be cowed by the accusations levied against them from outside of their own field
others insist that these accusations require a dramatic reshaping of normative political
thought the volume will spark controversy across political philosophy and beyond

Political Philosophy 2006-08-04
this volume examines the multiple forms of reasoning in indian politics and explores a
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framework to understand them in the process it looks at a series of issues involving the
relationship between politics and philosophy including the status of political theory
political practices identity politics and political ontology the book argues that in the years
leading up to and soon after independence the task of conceptualizing politics was largely in
the domain of practising politicians who built theories and philosophical methods and further
took those visions into the practice of their politics it maintains that indian politicians
since then have not been as inclined to articulate their theories or methods of politics this
book traces the transition from philosopher politicians to politicians seeking philosophy in
indian polity in the post independence era and its implications for current practices it views
indian political philosophy from the standpoints of political theorists philosophers and
practitioners with expert and scholarly contributions this volume will be of interest to
students and researchers of indian political thought and political philosophy social sciences
and humanities

Political Philosophy versus History? 2011-08-04
this is a comprehensive college textbook on political theory by four internationally acclaimed
academic authors zviad kliment lazarashvili ph d chieke e ihejirika ph d gari t chapidze ph d
and george p stasen ph d an excellent textbook on political theory and political economy for
both undergraduate and graduate students it contains detailed theories of 24 philosophers
plato aristotle cicero philo marcus aurelius st augustine aquinas averroes machiavelli thomas
more hobbes locke rousseau adam smith marx kant mill henry david thoreau st ilia chavchavadze
confucius lao tzu mlk jr hannah arendt john rawls leo tolstoy and anton makarenko authors
present the development of political theory in a historical perspective from hellenist era to
theocratic philosophers from social contract theorists to political economists from rational
idealists to humanists from oriental political thinkers to american civil rights movement and
european realists the book contains a chapter on traditional africanism the case of igbo
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political philosophy extensive reference includes magna carta the declaration of independence
the us constitution and the gettysburg address complete and unabridged versions in 2011 the
book was recognized by gogebashvili society in europe pedagogical academic society and the
authors were awarded gogebashvili medal and prize for pioneering accomplishments in pedagogy
dr lazarashvili is an internationally acclaimed author in 2011 he was recognized by the
national academy of sciences of ukraine and he was awarded plato gold medal for his
contributions to philosophy this is the third edition which contains more detailed explanatory
notes and introduction

Reasoning Indian Politics 2017-11-10
this volume was compiled in 1968 to honour the retirement of the eminent political philosopher
professor michael oakeshott professor oakeshott widely regarded as one of the most important
conservative intellectuals of the twentieth century understood the need for political
philosophy to conceive experience as a whole and accordingly sought to address politics both
historically and rationally these essays engage with the common concerns of his major works
opportunistically exploring the ideas of this great thinker further moreover they are a
reflection of the contributors academic interests variously discussing tradition the nature of
political philosophy ideology revolution education history and rationalism as the essays
contained within are separate investigations of oakeshott s ideas they can be enjoyed both in
and out of sequence this volume will be of value to anyone with an appreciation of political
philosophy and its history and indeed with an interest in the ideas of professor oakeshott
himself
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Pantheon of Political Philosophers 2011-02
thomas hobbes was the first great english political philosopher his work excited intense
controversy among his contemporaries and continues to do so in our own time in this masterly
introduction to his work bernard gert provides the first account of hobbes s political and
moral philosophy that makes it clear why he is regarded as one of the best philosophers of all
time in both of these fields in a succinct and engaging analysis the book illustrates that the
commonly accepted view of hobbes as holding psychological egoism is not only incompatible with
his account of human nature but is also incompatible with the moral and political theories
that he puts forward it also explains why hobbes s contemporaries did not accept his explicit
claim to be providing a natural law account of morality gert shows that for hobbes civil
society is established by a free gift of their right of nature by the citizens it does not
involve a mutual contract between citizens and sovereign as injustice involves breaking a
contract the sovereign cannot be unjust however the sovereign can be guilty of ingratitude
which is immoral this distinction between injustice and immorality is part of a sophisticated
and nuanced political theory that is in stark contrast to the reading often incorrectly
attributed to hobbes that might makes right it illustrates how hobbes s goal of avoiding civil
war provides the key to understanding his moral and political philosophy hobbes prince of
peace is likely to become the classic introduction to the work of thomas hobbes and will be a
valuable resource for scholars and students seeking to understand the importance and relevance
of his work today

Politics and Experience 2011-02-03
have you ever wondered what kant might have to say about your addiction to social media or
whether plato would be able to help resolve your constant arguments about what to watch on tv
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or if hobbes would agree to feed your pet hamster while you re away on holiday when it comes
to the really important questions who better to ask than the greatest political minds in
history with what would marx do using 40 everyday questions and problems as springboards for
exploring the great political questions of our time this book will give you a crash course in
political philosophy and an introduction to the theories and ideas of the greatest political
philosophers of all time includes questions such as should i bother to vote who should look
after the baby do you earn enough my car has just been stolen but can i hold the thieves
responsible should i watch what i say on twitter should your children benefit from your
success is it wrong to want a bigger house with quirky illustrations and intriguing and
original takes on the biggest and smallest everyday questions what would marx do is guaranteed
to leave you with a better grasp on political philosophy and able to discuss marxism
libertarian socialism and populism with ease

Hobbes 2013-04-25
on tyranny is leo strauss s classic reading of xenophon s dialogue hiero or tyrannicus in
which the tyrant hiero and the poet simonides discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
exercising tyranny this edition includes a translation of the dialogue a critique of the
commentary by the french philosopher alexandre kojève strauss s restatement of his position in
light of kojève s comments and finally the complete strauss kojève correspondence through
strauss s interpretation xenophon appears to us as no longer the somewhat dull and flat author
we know but as a brilliant and subtle writer an original and profound thinker what is more in
interpreting this forgotten dialogue strauss lays bare great moral and political problems that
are still ours alexandre kojève critique on tyranny is a complex and stimulating book with its
parallel dialogue made all the more striking since both participants take such unusual highly
provocative positions and so force readers to face substantial problems in what are often
wholly unfamiliar even shocking ways robert pippin history and theory every political
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scientist who tries to disentangle himself from the contemporary confusion over the problems
of tyranny will be much indebted to this study and inevitably use it as a starting point eric
voegelin the review of politics leo strauss 1899 1973 was the robert maynard hutchins
distinguished service professor of political science at the university of chicago

Lives, Liberties and the Public Good 1987-06-18
from one of the world s most celebrated moral philosophers comes a thorough examination of the
current political crisis and recommendations for how to mend our divided country for decades
martha c nussbaum has been an acclaimed scholar and humanist earning dozens of honors for her
books and essays in the monarchy of fear she turns her attention to the current political
crisis that has polarized american since the 2016 election although today s atmosphere is
marked by partisanship divisive rhetoric and the inability of two halves of the country to
communicate with one another nussbaum focuses on what so many pollsters and pundits have
overlooked she sees a simple truth at the heart of the problem the political is always
emotional globalization has produced feelings of powerlessness in millions of people in the
west that sense of powerlessness bubbles into resentment and blame blame of immigrants blame
of muslims blame of other races blame of cultural elites while this politics of blame is
exemplified by the election of donald trump and the vote for brexit nussbaum argues it can be
found on all sides of the political spectrum left or right drawing on a mix of historical and
contemporary examples from classical athens to the musical hamilton the monarchy of fear
untangles this web of feelings and provides a roadmap of where to go next

What Would Marx Do? 2018-03-01
power to the people examines the teaching of political philosophy in what is taken to be
skeptical times author avner de shalit encourages political philosophers to remain committed
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to the analytical achievements of political philosophy while also revising and improving the
teachings of the discipline to be more in tune with the demands of democratic society using
highly accessible language de shalit argues that distinguishing political philosophy from
politics is methodologically and normatively wrong that political philosophy can empower its
students and that political philosophy should be democraticized de shalit s radical and
provocative theory will fascinate anyone involved in politics philosophy and education

On Tyranny 1991
a little over one hundred years after his birth and not quite twenty five years since his
death interest in the french political philosopher and sociologist raymond aron 1905 1983
continues to grow aron is now widely recognized as one of the most significant intellectual
figures of the postwar period whose wide ranging reflections played a key part in preserving
liberal democracy in europe and abroad his sober analyses of modern society his trenchant
critique of ideological politics and every form of totalitarianism and his philosophical
reflections on politics and history have given powerful support to democratic liberalism
throughout the western world aron s work combines passion and observation disinterested
reflection and love of liberty in a way that is an imitable model for humane and balanced
political reflection in this stimulating collection of essays inspired by the centennial of
aron s birth a distinguished group of north american and european scholars including pierre
manent stanley hoffmann irving louis horowitz liah greenfeld claude lefort and aurelian
craiutu examine four key aspects of aron s thought and work his educative legacy his
reflections on other philosophers and intellectuals his distinctive approach to international
relations and the unique character of his own political reflection the result is a masterful
engagement with aron s intellectual legacy and a thoughtful coming to terms with the political
and intellectual substance of the twentieth century
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The Monarchy of Fear 2019-07-30
what is justice great political philosophers from plato to rawls have traditionally argued
that there is a single principled answer to this question challenging this conventional wisdom
david miller theorized that justice can take many different forms in forms of justice a
distinguished group of political philosophers takes miller s theory as a starting point and
debates whether justice takes one form or many drawing real world implications from theories
of justice and examining in depth social justice national justice and global justice this book
falls on the cutting edge of the latest developments in political theory sure to generate
debate among political theorists and social scientists forms of justice is indispensable
reading for anyone attentive to the intersection between philosophy and politics

Power to the People 2006

Political Reason in the Age of Ideology 2017-07-05

Forms of Justice 2002-10-28
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